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CINAHL: Advanced Features
It is useful to create an EBSCO account for advanced searching. EBSCO is the
platform to search CINAHL. On the top right side of the page click: “Sign in”. Then
look for the “Don't have an account?” link to create one button.
Create an
EBSCO
account

Use the advanced search function for more complex topics.
Click Advanced Search from the CINAHL home page.

Advanced
Search

Scroll to check off specific limiters including:
• Peer reviewed articles
• Evidence based-practice articles
• Journal subset
• Publication type
• Any author is a nurse
Once you have set your limiters, click the yellow Search button.
One way to get refined results is to search for keywords in specific fields. From the
“Select a Field” drop down, try searching by title (article title) or abstract.
Search
fields

For focused searching, try CINAHL Subject Headings. You can find these two
ways.
1. Major/Minor Subjects Headings. If you found a relevant article, go into the
article entry, and scroll to find the Major and Minor subject headings. Click
any relevant headings to run a search on the subject. Major focused articles will
have MM in front of the CINAHL Heading.

CINAHL
Subject
Headings

2. Search Subject Headings. Above the search box, click CINAHL Subject
Headings to search for a term.

Check off the most relevant subject heading. Explode the term if you want all
references with the term. Select Major Concept if you only want results where the
term is the main focus of the article.

Hand select articles to
save by clicking the
Saving
blue folder icon. Then
individual add to “My Folder”
results in or create a specific
an
folder for the search.
EBSCO The folder will turn
folder
yellow if an article is
saved.
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Save your search strategy and results two your
EBSCO folder two ways:
1. Click Share then “Results”.
Saving
search
results to
EBSCO

2. Or click Share then “Add search to
folder.”
•

This method will save the
search strategy.

Get alerts when new articles are indexed in CINAHL
related to your search.
•
Click Share then “E-mail Alert”.

Creating
a search
alert

Zotero users can send CINAHL search results as an RIS file.
• In a search click Share then
select “Email a link to
download exported results”.

Sending
references
to Zotero

•

Type in your e-mail address and select RIS Format. A link will be sent to you
that will import into Zotero.

